
Unit X Collaboration

MOVEMENT AS A WAY TO EXPRESS INDIVIDUAL 
EXPERIENCES OF LIFE IN PANDEMIC

Isolated Movements





Theme interpretation through a FaceTime 
shoot









Theme interpretation through the art of mime



'Mime is the art of creating the illusion 

of reality'
Claude Kipnis

'Mime is the art of imagining the world 
together'

Claude Kipnis



Storyline



Making mask and 
collecting props for 

the performance



Rehearsal for filming



Rehearsal for mime make up



Photoshoot of mime covid faces in 
zoom call for a video frame



Final shoot



Theme interpretation through circus





Theme interpretation through ballet





I took inspiration from the film Black Swan with my 

part of the video, in order to create a horror theme. I 

also researched into the early work of Nick Knight and 

the work he did with CCTV photoshoots to inspire my 

work. I chose to use ballet as I feel this represents the 

restrictiveness and struggle that is experienced 

through COVID. I used YouTube videos in order to 

teach myself the basics of this dance given that I 

couldn’t hire a model due to the circumstances of 

lockdown. Following the overall symbolism of the 

butterfly, I used dried (real) butterflies and stuck them 

to the ballet shoes, throughout the video, the 

butterflies slowly begin to fall off the shoes, creating a 

sense of decay in the video. I also tore the shoes 

slightly, at the back and some on the toes to add to 

the decay sense. I chose to use the song Lo Vas A 

Olvidar by Billie Eilish and Rosalia given that the song 

represents loss and letting go and the song has a 

slow haunting feel surrounding it to add to the 

emphasis of horror. I used aftereffects to create a 

choppy and CCTV like footage, to emphasise the idea 

of having your every move watched throughout the 

pandemic. 



Key point.
For my project for 
unit x I will be 
trying to show how 
covid was different 
for everyone 
thought skin and 
body movement, I 
will be looking at 
how the human 
skin looks like when 
wrapped up in tape 
the reason behind 
this is to show how 
covid was 
suffocating for 
everyone in a 
different way.
I will be using stop 
motion to express 
this .



Isolated Movements Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/isolatedmovements/



Trello board: https://trello.com/invite/b/BypHmcSp/e3c256
dfa6798c95914b6609fdb3f580/reflective-year-board

https://trello.com/invite/b/BypHmcSp/e3c256dfa6798c95914b6609fdb3f580/reflective-year-board


'In silence and movement, you can 

show the reflection of people'

 Marcel Marceau
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